
JMVA Simple Rules       Notice 

【Jump serve is prohibited】 

You are not allowed to lift both feet up the ground when serving. 

   

<Judge> 

Chief judge： Please point at the endline. 

Linesman： Please point at the endline and wave flag. 

【The opponent gets 1 point even if you hit the back row attack】 

If the back row attack is used during a rally, the opponent gets 1 point 

even if the team that used the back row attack has won the rally.  

*Back row attack is prohibited except for A tournament. 

【Volleyball passing outside of a maker is a ball out】 

The ball is out when the volleyball crosses outside the antenna 

(including above the antenna) regardless of whether it is the first, 

second or third contact.  

【Please do not take dribble and holding if possible】 

If the ball touches several parts of your body consecutively through the 

first to third contact, it is not a foul if the occurred during one 

movement. 

Also a carry for one ball is not a foul as long as the ball is not completely 

standing still.  

   

 【About over-the-net foul】 

It would be over-the-net foul in the following cases. The following are 

not permitted as blocking. Many people misunderstand this but it is the 

same interpretation as the JVA. 

・In the case when you disturb a toss in the opponent’s space 

・In the case when you touch the volleyball before in the opponent’s 

space before the opponent’s spike the ball  

・In the case when you spike the ball with one hand in the opponent’s 

space  

・In the case when you push the ball with one hand in the opponent’s 

space 

・In the case when you touch the ball which will not return unless you 

touch it in the opponent’s space 

【About passing violation】 

Not foul Foul 

  

  

  

 

It is against rule to touch 

opponent’s side apart from with 

your shoes and palm. 
 

【About net violation】 

・It is a foul if you touch the net, antenna or string during a rally. 

・It is a foul if you hit the net immediately after a rally. 

Above will be a net violation in comparison to other game. 

・It is a foul to hit, hold or lean against the net after the rally regardless 

of other game.  

(The opponent’s team will get 1 point when touching the net is deemed 

as the breach of manners) 

【About pre-game handshakes】 

Players are not allowed to take part in the game if they do not shake 

hands with their opponent. 

【About the maximum score】 

The maximum score of deuce is up to 35 points. 

 


